
  
Water’s  

EDGE
A new home hewn from  

organic materials respects  
its pristine setting on the  

banks of the Potomac River, 
overlooking Mount Vernon 

 

Architect Greg Wiedemann drew inspiration from the 
new home’s historic landscape set within a national 
park. His design combines a fieldstone foundation, 
cedar shingles stained a custom bark-gray shade and 
cedar siding colored the reddish hue of autumn leaves.

Text by LINDA HALES

Photography by ANICE HOACHLANDER
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Architecture: Greg Wiedemann, AIA; Felix Gonzalez, AIA, Wiedemann Architects, 

Bethesda, Maryland. Interior Design: Vivian C. Braunohler, ASID, Braunohler 

Design Associates, LLC, Washington, DC. Builder: Carl Petty Associates, Ltd., 

Washington, DC. 

I
nspired by the natural beauty of the Potomac River, 
George Washington once wrote that no estate in 
America was “more pleasantly situated” than his 
beloved Mount Vernon. 

Today, Jennifer Brooks can make that claim from a 
sparkling retreat directly across the Potomac from the 
first president’s Virginia farm. Though a storybook 
view of Washington’s white-columned porch is promi-

nent, her shingled residence on the Maryland shoreline disappears 
into the pines and cedars. This self-effacing design was the genius of 
architect Greg Wiedemann, who knew “blending in” would suit his 
client while ensuring approval by powerful stakeholders control-
ling development in Mount Vernon’s historic viewshed.

“It was a challenge,” the architect acknowledges. “We wanted to 
build in a way that really blended in with the landscape.”

Wiedemann’s portfolio includes splashy waterfront homes, but 
this site was in a class of its own. Situated in Maryland’s Charles 
County—a 20-mile drive from downtown DC—the plot is one 
of two in private hands on a point surrounded by 5,000-acre  
Piscataway Park, land governed for decades through purchases 
and easements with one goal: To preserve the woodland view that 
Washington enjoyed in the 18th century. (The park was founded 
in the 1960s, with acreage acquired by the Mount Vernon Ladies’ 
Association. The group has led preservation efforts since the 1940s, 
fending off a natural gas facility as recently as 2018.) 

Previous spread: 
Inspired by classic 
red-barn vernacular, 
the pool house—with 
its board-and-bead 
exterior and stone 
accents—sits easily in 
Maryland farm country. 
nd opposit

The first time Wiedemann walked the property, a bald eagle flew 
across his path. “It’s a wonderful natural site,” he enthuses. 

With due respect for Mount Vernon, Wiedemann recounts, his 
client made it clear: “We’re not going to build any white house with 
white columns.” Brooks, a marketing executive, and then-husband, 
John Agwunobi, who was an assistant secretary of health in the 
George W. Bush administration, set down roots in the area as stu-
dents at Howard University. Careers led them to the West Coast, 
while their three children headed to West Point, Dartmouth and 
Temple University. Though they reside in California, both parents 
felt a “really incredible” place was needed to entice their kids to 
gather on the East Coast.  

An old barn at river’s edge inspired the aesthetic for the project. 
The plan evolved into a farmhouse made from two rectangular 
boxes forming a two-story, L-shaped structure encompassing 
4,000-plus square feet. Its peaked roof is set off by a stone chimney 
and a screened porch in the treetops. A façade of bark-gray shin-
gles, cedar-toned siding, dark mocha steel-framed windows and 
non-glare glass merges into the landscape. A fieldstone chimney (opposite) adds drama to the two- 

story contemporary farmhouse. The nature theme continues 
indoors with a live-edge black walnut dining table (this 
page) cut from a Maryland tree and fabricated by OE 
Custom; a native-stone fireplace and reclaimed-oak barn 
beams overhead reinforce the organic material palette.  
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The pool house 
benefits from sliding 
French doors, which 

open on all four sides 
to the surrounding 
fields and breezes. 

Practicality drove 
the design of the 

1,146-square-foot 
interior, which boasts 

wood-grain tiled 
flooring and shiplap 

interior siding.

Bright and open interiors were designed for family 
gatherings by interior designer Vivian Braunohler. Vistas were 
paramount in the open-plan living-dining-kitchen space, 
where she kept furnishings low and visually calming. A sofa 
and armchairs by Verellen anchor the living area. 
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Clockwise from above: Benefitting from advantageous easements in Piscataway Park, the L-shaped house was built on the footprint of a smaller 
dwelling that was demolished. Greg Wiedemann conceived the kitchen as a freestanding object within the open plan. Functional appliances and 
even the exhaust hood are hidden in sleek, walnut-stained cabinetry, which was fabricated by Stroba Inc. The back-painted-glass backsplash 
imparts the reflective quality of water. Braunohler selected an elm-slab table for the breakfast nook.

“We wanted to choose materials that would pick up the tones of 
the trees and the foliage,” Wiedemann says.

A light-filled wing projects toward the river, giving the open-
plan living-dining-kitchen space prime views. The second wing is 
set back at right angles, providing privacy for a family/media room 
and guest bedroom. Upstairs are two bedrooms and an owner’s 
suite with its own screened porch.

Wiedemann chose the wall color, soft White Dove from Ben-
jamin Moore. Interior designer Vivian Braunohler of Braunohler 
Design Associates specified low seating and neutral upholstery to 
maximize views. “When you look through the space, nothing inter-
rupts the eye,” she points out. “You’re looking right out to the 
Potomac River.”

Nature plays out in a barn-beamed ceiling in the dining room, 
where a live-edge table is hewn from a Maryland black walnut tree. 
Breakfast is taken on a slab of local elm. Wiedemann designed the 
kitchen as a stand-alone object, hiding function in spare, walnut-
stained cabinetry. 

Upstairs, Braunohler admits her “first instinct” was to paint 
a reclaimed-wood accent wall in the owner’s bedroom. But she 
resisted, explaining, “It really works well bringing the outside in.”
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“ When you look through the space,  
nothing interrupts the eye. You’re looking  

right out to the Potomac River.”  
                                  —VIVIAN BRAUNOHLER

Wiedemann included a skylight above the stairwell (opposite), showering the entranceway with light while offering a through-
the-house glimpse of the river. A guest room on the first floor and secondary bedrooms above gain privacy at the far end  
of the bark-gray, shingled ‘L’ (above), while benefitting from woodland views and a modified rain garden.
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Steel cable and mahogany rails on the staircase and landing (opposite) reflect Brooks’ desire for warmth and contemporary flair. 
Reclaimed-oak barn wood, used as a rustic accent wall in the owner’s suite (above), contrasts with the smooth, Crema Marfil 
marble that clads the bathroom and the white-oak flooring that flows throughout the home. 

Layers of history permeate the site, which sits at the end of a 
mile-long shared gravel drive through woods frequented by osprey, 
hawks and so many eagles Brooks was inspired to name the retreat 
Eagles Point. The lone neighbor, visible through trees, is a yellow 
1790 manor house known as Branitan, where a war hero-turned-
spy settled in the 1940s, planted ornamental trees and entertained 
under an ancestral portrait by Gilbert Stuart. 

The 6.7-acre plot acquired for the Brooks-Agwunobi project was 
cleaved from that estate, itself part of an 18th-century holding of 
more than 1,000 acres. A one-story, 1970s-era dwelling to which 
Branitan’s owners had downsized, was demolished but the barn 
remains at water’s edge. The day Brooks closed on the property, a 
letter arrived from the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association entreat-
ing the new owners to “be respectful of the land.” 

Brooks is planning for the future—a daughter’s riverside wed-
ding will take place in May 2021—while she remains keen to 
honor the past, including the Piscataway tribe, which settled on 

SOURCES OF NOTE 
Windows: westernwindowsystems.com through thesanderscompany.com. Kitchen 

& Bath Fixtures: fergusonshowrooms.com. Kitchen Stools: bakerfurniture.com. 

Bed: sublimeoriginal.com. For a complete list of resources, see homeanddesign.com.

the riverbank more than 800 years ago. “I want to find artwork of 
the Indian tribes that were here,” she says. “We want to recognize 
the people who were here first as well.”

And there were tobacco farmers, who, like George Washington, 
owned slaves. As an African American with ancestral roots in early 
Virginia, Brooks was moved when she found an 1844 “Bill of Com-
plaint” documenting runaway slaves who were “never recaptured” 
by an “irresponsible” landowner. “This gave me a strong feeling 
of humility and responsibility to honor the history of the property, 
to respect those who were held there in bondage and denied their 
freedom,” she says. “It is in their memory that our family will be 
eternally grateful and devoted stewards of the land.” n
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The pool house 
benefits from sliding 
French doors, which 

open on all four sides 
to the surrounding 
fields and breezes. 

Practicality drove 
the design of the 

1,146-square-foot 
interior, which boasts 

wood-grain tiled 
flooring and shiplap 

interior siding.

The owner’s bedroom offers the delight of an adult treehouse as it opens 
to a screened porch beneath a raised, wood-paneled ceiling. Minimal 

accessories and neutral furnishings—including a whitewashed four-
poster by Sublime Original and an American Leather chair—ensure that 

attention is drawn to the outdoors. Outdoor furniture is by Palecek. 


